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	Learning Ext JS 4, 9781849516846 (1849516847), Packt Publishing, 2013

	For those with a little JavaScript experience, this book is a great way to learn Ext JS and start building interactive web applications using Ajax, DHTML, Dom, and the like. Ideal for beginners.

	
		Learn the basics and create your first classes
	
		Handle data and understand the way it works, create powerful widgets and new components
	
		Dig into the new architecture defined by Sencha and work on real world projects



	In Detail


	Ext JS is a JavaScript library for building interactive web applications using techniques such as Ajax, DHTML, and DOM scripting.


	Ext JS 4 features expanded functionality, plugin-free charting, and a new MVC architecture, it's the best Ext JS web application development platform yet. It helps develop incredible web apps for every browser.


	Learning Ext JS 4 will teach you how to get the best of each Ext JS component and also show you some very practical examples that you can use in real world applications. You will also learn why it is so useful and powerful in developing fast and beautiful applications.


	The book starts with the very basics of Ext JS. You will learn to create a small application step-by-step, and add new features to it in every chapter.


	Once you grasp the basics, you will learn more complicated topics such as creating new components, templates, architecture, patterns, and also tips and techniques that will help you improve your skills on JavaScript and Ext JS 4. We also cover how to create themes to make your application design beautiful and customize it the way you need.


	At the end of the book, you will have a working application built using all the knowledge you gained from the book.


	What will you learn from this book 

	
		Learn how the Ext JS class system works and is organized
	
		Dig into how the Ext JS components and widgets work
	
		Use the powerful layout system that Ext JS 4 offers
	
		Focus on the new MVC pattern and good architecture
	
		Get the best of templates, dataviews, and grids
	
		Change the default theme of the library easily with compass and sass, and create custom themes
	
		Drag and drop easily and quickly with Ext JS 4



	Approach


	The book is a step-by-step tutorial full of example code and explanations to help a beginner learn Ext JS thoroughly.


	Who this book is written for


	This book will help you to learn Ext JS from scratch, it would be better if you have some JavaScript knowledge. Knowledge of HTML and CSS3 would be helpful but not required.
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Reference Modeling for Business Systems AnalysisIGI Global, 2006

	Conceptual models play an increasingly important role in all phases of the information systems life cycle. Despite being vital for developing information systems, the modeling process is often resource consuming and faulty. Reference Modeling for Business Systems Analysis addresses the problems by covering methodological issues and reference...


		

The Investigator's Guide to Computer CrimeCharles Thomas, 2006

	In the past half-century we have gone from a world where computers were science fiction to a world where computers are everyday fact. Just thirty years ago the computer that flew with the first astronauts to the moon had less computing power than the computer on the average student’s desk today. Computers have grown in popularity,...


		

Java: The Good PartsO'Reilly, 2010

	
		What if you could condense Java down to its very best features and build better applications with that simpler version? In this book, veteran Sun Labs engineer Jim Waldo reveals which parts of Java are most useful, and why those features make Java among the best programming languages available.

	
		Every language eventually...






	

Real World .NET, C#, and Silverlight: Indispensible Experiences from 15 MVPs (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	THIS BOOK IS AN OBVIOUS COMPILATION FROM MANY AUTHORS. When putting together the idea

	for this book, we thought of putting a different style of book together from the get-go. Many of the

	computer books on the market today are a thorough explanation of a specifi c area of technology

	tackled by one or a handful of dedicated authors....

		

Transnational Criminal Organizations, Cybercrime, and Money Laundering: A Handbook for Law Enforcement Officers, Auditors, and Financial InvestigatorsCRC Press, 1998
WRITTEN BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT PROFESSIONAL FOR OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL IN THE TRENCHES    This book examines the workings of organized criminals and criminal groups that transcend national boundaries. Discussions include methods used by criminal groups to internationally launder money; law enforcement efforts to counteract such schemes; and...

		

Functional Thinking: Paradigm Over SyntaxO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you’re familiar with functional programming basics and want to gain a much deeper understanding, this in-depth guide takes you beyond syntax and demonstrates how you need to think in a new way. Software architect Neal Ford shows intermediate to advanced developers how functional coding allows you to step back a level of...
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